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End of term meme funny

Raise your hand if you're counting until the end of your term? Keep your hand up if you need some hilarious teacher memes to get you there!? Make your class buzz! Sign up for Teach Starter and access thousands of resources aligned with digital learning programs and tools. StartFor those of us here in Australia, the
school year is almost over. Whether you're two weeks or five, we're here for you! Surely you will feel the familiar feeling of the end of the mandate. You are tired, your students are all hyper on the delirium induced by Christmas crafts and you still have the last pieces of evaluation to mark so you can finish your reports! It
can be hard to stay on track and motivated when you and your colleagues are all dreaming of sleep, hot cups of coffee, and terrible daytime television (or is it just me?). Well, never fear! We decided to help you with that final push, providing some entertainment in the form of inspirational and humorous images, of course!
It's that time of year when you might question your life choices... Definitely a nice quiet job at the desk is not the worst thing in the world... To the right? And it's entirely possible that you're about to finish your tether... You're not sure how much more time you can take it. We know you're exhausted... You put everything
into teaching this term, and even if the end is so close, it seems so far away! But then you remember why you're here! You remember that you have a noble vocation: after all you are a teacher! Take the time to reflect on how lucky you are. You know, you're a teacher. It's a big deal. And yes, you have a lot of signs to
do... But you also have the opportunity to see how far your students have come! Think about everything you've accomplished in the last year! Your class works like a well-oiled machine because you spent So. Long. Teaching. Routines.It's the time of year when you can also relax with some fun activities! There is nothing
like the joy that Christmas crafts bring to the classroom! Not to mention, secret Santa Claus, Christmas shows, end-of-term concerts... the list goes on! Make the most of your time with your students. If you are about to finish the school year, you will say goodbye to your students: you will definitely miss you! I appreciate
the last lessons you have with them. So remember, stay strong! Yes, it's a hectic time of year, but there are so many positives to find! You will be able to bask in the glory of a well-made term, soon enough. We hope we've helped make these last few weeks a little more manageable! While on vacation, check out our blog
A School Teacher's Holiday Told in Memes for another meme-tastic entertainment! Don't forget to share all your end-of-term activities with us! #teachstarter or @teachstarter let us know how you're Make your class buzz! Sign up for Teach Starter and access thousands of resources aligned with digital learning programs
and tools. Introduction The last days of the year are not easy. To help bring some fun, stressful and much-needed laughs in these last few weeks and days, we've put together our favorite end-of-year memes. It really sums up what it's like to be a teacher in May and June. Enjoy! 1. Because it is one of the longest months
ever. 2. Because the pencil fight is real. 3. Because our payments become a little more generous. 4. Because assemblies at the end of the year can be brutal. 5. Because significant teaching in May is an art form. 6. Because when you're so tired, you just have to laugh. 7. Because every day should be casual friday. 8.
Because the fight is real. 9. Because the classification never ends. 10. Because this is only Monday. 11. Because every day down is a success. 12. Because this happens much more in May and June. 13. Because they like it or not, September and May feel very different. 14. Because no one wants to sit through long
staff meetings at this time of year. 15. Why do they grow so fast! 16. Because you are. And it's always worth repeating. 17. Because it's not over yet. 18. Because we all need this can-do attitude. 19. Because it really happens every single year. 20. Because you're running out of creativity. 21. Because we all need a little
positivity. 22. Because every Friday seems so sweet. 23. Because it will be worth it. 24. Because no one likes Mondays. 25. Because dreaming makes us go on. 26. Because all teachers know, even if they pretend not. 27. Because a glance can say everything. 28. Because May is a shabby one. 29. Because all the
results in the end are worth it. 30. Because you can't take the hearing again. 31. Because it hurts when you don't go out until the end of June. Did we get lost one of your favorite end-of-year memes? Come and share our WEAreTeachers HELPLINE group on Facebook. Plus, our favorite summer memes for teachers.
Some lucky teachers have already been on summer break since mid-May. Others are in the final stretch next week or not. Anyway, here are some hilarious teacher memes on how to reach the end of the school year that we can all appreciate!. Have fun!1.I still don't know how... Anyone else on the same boat?
pic.twitter.com/WKh7cfVlza- Bored Teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 6, 20172,#thestruggleisreal #teachergoals pic.twitter.com/fBwLPpejOb- Bored Teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 17, 20173.4.I think I can, I think I can. Take a look at pic.twitter.com/k25yW2T2RL- Bored teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 25,
20175.I CAN'T WAIT! Take a look at pic.twitter.com/GvK9vj1bSJ- Bored teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 25, 20176.It's a deep burn... When's your last day? Let us know in the comments below! pic.twitter.com/iuHMKMg3na- bored (@Bored_Teachers) May 30, 2017.C'mon! Take a look at pic.twitter.com/Uktvc2UrSp-
Bored teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 30, 20178.Hmmm, yes no thanks! Take a look at us pic.twitter.com/1V6S2Bfptt- Bored teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 19, 20179.10.Perfect image. Take a look at pic.twitter.com/ieaPWj5srn- Bored teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 16, 201711.12.13.Just another Thursday
morning in paradise. Take a look at pic.twitter.com/GLIdXEv7cX- Bored teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 11, 201714.Tuesday morning mood. Take a look at pic.twitter.com/J05ruswxM6- Bored teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 9, 201715.It's a daily struggle. Take a look at pic.twitter.com/3sKny4Htch- Bored teachers
(@Bored_Teachers) May 11, 201716.No joke. Take a look at pic.twitter.com/6pIjYrwKmm- Bored teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 10, 201717.In a few words! #teacherlife #struggleisreal pic.twitter.com/ir6L4QTVFk- Bored teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 12, 201718.Is summer still? Take a look at
pic.twitter.com/WX6WBbcoX8- Bored Teachers (@Bored_Teachers) April 24, 201719,#teacherlife #grading pic.twitter.com/NRbPZEID7I- Bored Teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 1, 201720.21.What it is! Take a look at pic.twitter.com/gfDZ0YI7Hp- Bored Teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 24, 201722,#YouCanDoIt
#survive pic.twitter.com/OtrvbCjnUC- Bored Teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 31, 201723.Current mood. Take a look at pic.twitter.com/KMbDR7q4oa- Bored Teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 3, 201724.Ha! Good. (with @DevinSiebold) #teacherlife #teacherproblems pic.twitter.com/TxOK6l89qx- Bored teachers
(@Bored_Teachers) May 31, 201725.It's the end of May. No more f to give. Take a look at pic.twitter.com/77Hxnm4ewb- Bored Teachers (@Bored_Teachers) May 22, 201726.#thestruggleisreal #teachertired pic.twitter.com/yqf25VT7lC- Bored Teachers (@Bored_Teachers) April 12, 2017 SHARE THIS ARTICLE! The
end of a long and happy summer for the whole population of schoolchildren and their teachers must mean only one thing, go back to school! Although children may cry for the end of carefree summer days, it is much more difficult for teachers. Imagine dealing with a horde of wild and unruly children for 30 years, listening
to their parents' complaints, taking care of all the paperwork and preparing for classes for most of the year for a salary that's not that surprising. We bet that even the best teachers can sometimes lose their minds. Now it doesn't have to be all dark and sad, as it's time to reconnect and share funny stories with colleagues
and classmates, discuss all the fun new school events, and maybe make some teacher memes. A new beginning optimism for the new semester. To get the mood right, we at Bored Panda collected our favorite school memes and memes for teachers; they are guaranteed to give you a chuckle, students in particular, but
the teachers perhaps a little painfully. Scroll down to the fun memes on the school for you! yourself!
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